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Abstract. The Corsi block-tapping test (CBT) is an old neuropsychological test that, requiring the storage and the reproduction of spatial locations, assesses spatial working memory (WM). Despite its wide use in clinical practice, the specific contribution of prefrontal cortex (PFC) subregions during CBT execution has not been clarified yet. Considering the importance of spatial WM in daily life and the well-known role of ventrolateral-PFC/dorsolateral-PFC (VLPFC/DLPFC) in WM processes, the present study was aimed at investigating, by a 20-channel functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) system (including four short-separation channels), the hemodynamic response of the VLPFC/DLPFC during a computerized version of the CBT. Thirty-nine university students were asked to perform CBT standard version (CBTs), block-suppression CBT (CBTb), and control task (CBTc). A VLPFC activation during CBTs and a DLPFC activation during CBTb were hypothesized. The results of the Bayesian analysis have not shown a delineated specific activation of VLPFC/DLPFC during either CBTs or CBTb. These results together with the related ones obtained by others using fMRI are not sufficient to definitively state the role of the PFC subregions during CBT execution. The adoption of high-density diffuse optical tomography would be helpful in further exploration of the PFC involvement in spatial WM tasks. © 2018 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE) [DOI: 10.1117/1.NPh.5.1.011019]
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1 Introduction

Everyday humans have to face a complex environment, managing, maintaining, and manipulating several different kinds of information. Even the simplest actions (e.g., remembering a telephone number until dialing it) require the competence of maintaining and using information in the mind within a short timeframe. Moreover, people and objects often change location, which leads to the need to update spatial information constantly. The cognitive function underlying those operations is defined as working memory (WM). Baddeley et al. divided WM into storage and executive components, introducing the most influential model of WM. The executive component, with flexible processing capacities, is responsible for information manipulation, whereas storage components (responsible for maintaining information online) are distinguished between two modality specific systems: one for phonological information and the other for visuospatial information. More specifically, the spatial system of the WM consists of two components: the visuospatial sketch-pad, responsible for the passive storage of information, and the central executive, which controls higher-level cognitive operations, such as manipulation, update of information, dual task coordination, and inhibition. The neural substrate of the WM could be identified in a network involving the prefrontal cortex (PFC) and the posterior sensory areas (e.g., parietal cortex, occipital cortex). The role of PFC in WM processes was previously highlighted by several clinical studies showing that brain-damaged patients (i.e., those with frontal lesions) have strong deficits in WM tasks. Furthermore, supporting evidence comes from imaging studies that investigated the overlap between the activation of the prefrontal and the parietal regions during spatial WM tasks performed by healthy participants and the location of the lesion in patients with visuospatial disorders. Some of the earliest neuroimaging studies on WM raised questions regarding the material-type effects in the prefrontal areas. Although some studies emphasized the verbal WM left lateralization and spatial WM right lateralization, many studies have not found lateralization within PFC during verbal and/or spatial WM tasks. Those studies supported the right/left lateralization in relation to the executive demand of the task rather than in relation to the material-type. Furthermore, even though neuroimaging studies have provided evidence that the PFC is crucially involved in WM, the differential contributions of its subregions are still a matter of debate. On one hand, there is a perspective that emphasizes the ventrolateral-PFC (VLPFC) involvement in simple short-term memory operations (e.g., the maintenance or rehearsal of WM contents) and dorsolateral-PFC (DLPFC) involvement in higher-level executive processes (strategic processing, monitoring, manipulation of WM content, inhibition of irrelevant information). On the other hand, a different perspective shows VLPFC involvement in WM processing of information on objects and DLPFC involvement in processing spatial WM information, suggesting that the PFC subregions underlie the processing of several WM content.

Taking into consideration the importance of spatial WM in daily life, several neuropsychological tests were adopted to...
assess individual temporary storage capability, such as the Corsi block-tapping test (CBT). Although this test was introduced almost 50 years ago, the CBT is still used in clinical settings in its traditional version consisting of nine cubes irregularly positioned on a board (Fig. 1).

In its standard version, the examiner taps the cubes on the board in sequences of increasing length and, immediately after each tapped sequence, the subject is asked to reproduce it as the examiner has done. Starting with sequences of three cubes, the number of blocks within the sequences gradually increases by one and progresses until the subject makes two consecutive errors. The original CBT was developed as a nonverbal task to assess incidental learning in patients with epilepsy following temporal lobe excision. Based on those investigations, it was inferred that the left medial temporal lobe mediated memory consolidation of verbal sequences, whereas the right medial temporal region mediated memory consolidation of spatial (block-tapping) sequences. The Corsi findings were so persuasive that the CBT was considered as one of the pre-eminent measures of the spatial WM.

Despite the relevance of this test in clinical practice, to the best of our knowledge, only few neuroimaging studies have investigated healthy subjects during the CBT execution. In a positron emission tomography (PET) study, Bor et al. showed an increase of glucose metabolism in the VLPFC. More recently, the functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) study by Toepper et al. has demonstrated that the execution of a computerized version of the CBT activated the frontal areas, suggesting the role of these areas in executive processes that control the update of positional information during WM processing. In addition, Toepper et al. used the block suppression test paradigm developed by Beblo et al. This paradigm, based on the original Corsi block-tapping test version, requires a higher-level of executive control to actively inhibit the distractors appearing during the presentation of the target cubes (the cubes to be memorized). In fact, during the suppression of the distractors (inhibition of irrelevant information), Toepper et al. observed an activation of the DLPFC.

In the last 20 years, another neuroimaging technique, the functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS), has been largely applied in cognitive neuroscience. fNIRS is a noninvasive vascular-based technique that measures concentration changes in oxygenated (O₂Hb) and deoxygenated (HHb) hemoglobin of the cerebral microcirculation blood vessels. The coupling between neuronal activity and cerebral blood flow is fundamental to brain function, and fNIRS relies on this coupling to infer changes in neural activity, which is reflected by the blood oxygenation changes of the activated cortical region (i.e., the increase in O₂Hb and concomitant decrease in HHb).

For this reason, a combined use of the fNIRS technique and the CBT could be a valid tool to better clarify what is the specific contribution of the PFC subregions (i.e., VLPFC and DLPFC) in the WM. Therefore, considering the controversial role of these PFC subregions in the WM and the features of the fNIRS technique, this study aims to investigate, using a 20-channel fNIRS system [including four short-separation (SS) channels], the cortical hemodynamic changes in the VLPFC/DLPFC during a computerized version of the CBT. This new computerized version of the CBT, consisting of the standard CBT (CBTs), block-suppression CBT (CBTb), and a control task (CBTc), was implemented in this study. Considering that (1) CBT execution requires the maintenance of positional information and (2) CBTb execution requires the ability to inhibit a response (a higher-level cognitive operation), it was hypothesized that VLPFC would be bilaterally activated during CBTs, whereas DLPFC would be bilaterally activated during CBTb.

## 2 Materials and Methods

### 2.1 Participants

Thirty-nine right-handed university students aged between 23.9 ± 3.1 years—level of education: 14.8 ± 1.7 years—participated in the study. Only subjects who, in a preliminary familiarization session, correctly remembered a five-cube sequence (spatial span ≥5) were included in the study (see Sec. 2.4). This group consisted of 19 women (age = 23.1 ± 3.1 years) and 20 men (age = 24.6 ± 2.8 years). The inclusion criterion assumed no history of neurological or psychiatric diseases (including substance abuse or dependence). This was determined by the participants’ responses to a questionnaire in which they were asked to indicate any previous or current diseases. Testing always took place at the same time of the day. All participants declared that they had adequate sleep (6 to 8 h) and had not recently (over the last 2 weeks) travelled across time zones and had not drunk coffee or smoked cigarettes before testing. To exclude left-handed subjects, all participants completed the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory, assessing hand dominance. According to the tenets of the latest Declaration of Helsinki, written and informed consent was obtained from each participant prior to the recording after a full explanation of the protocol and the noninvasiveness of the study. The study was approved by the University Ethics Committee.

### 2.2 Corsi Block-Tapping Test-Computerized Version

Stimulus material consisted of nine gray cubes positioned as in the original block formation of the Corsi board (Fig. 1). The cubes of the computerized CBT version had the same size as the cubes of the wood board. The background color was black and the target cubes (the cubes to be memorized) were highlighted in red. This implemented CBT computerized version included three blocks randomly presented to all participants: the CBTs, the CBTb, and the CBTc (Fig. 1). In both CBTs and CBTb, each sequence included a storage, a maintenance, and a reproduction phase. During the storage phase, target stimuli were presented on the board. During the maintenance phase, the subjects were requested to maintain the target stimuli presented in the storage phase. During the reproduction phase, subjects were asked to...
reproduce the sequence making from three to six sequential decisions (according to the sequence length). Four different sequences (three, four, five, and six cubes) were implemented, and for each length, five sequences were randomly presented (five sequences of three cubes, five sequences of four cubes, five sequences of five cubes, and five sequences of six cubes). Only the forward reproduction was required. On the computer screen, the sequences were preceded by a white fixation cross lasting 500 ms; each target cube was presented on the Corsi board once in a sequence for 1 s. The interval between the target cubes was 1 s, during which no target cubes (gray cubes) were presented on the board. Only in the case of CBTb, target stimuli were presented together with distractor cubes (gray cubes with red outline). Sequences were followed by a 6 s maintenance period in which the computer screen was black. After the maintenance phase, participants had to decide between two alternative response options for each presented target cube of the sequence, starting with the first one. Two red cubes were displayed on the Corsi board, labeled with an “S” letter (“sinistra” in Italian, “left” in English) for the cube, which was located more left in relation to a second one, which was labeled with a “D” letter (“destra” in Italian, “right” in English). One of these cubes represented the first target location of the sequence, whereas the other one was a randomly chosen alternative (Fig. 1). Subjects were requested to answer by pressing the “S” or “D” key on a keypad (10 × 8 cm) placed under their right hand. Directly after this first decision, regardless whether correct or incorrect, two new red cubes were displayed representing two alternative response options for the location of the second cube of the sequence. This procedure remained the same for every target cube of each sequence in the CBTs and the CBTb blocks. Subjects’ correct and incorrect responses for each sequence and task were recorded for the behavioral analysis. During CBTc block, a simple motor task, requiring one to press the key corresponding to the highlighted letter (“S” or “D”), was presented. A commercially available software package (SuperLab Pro Edition 4.5 Executable, Cedrus Corporation, Canada) was used for protocol implementation.

2.3 fNIRS Instrumentation and Data Processing

A 20-channel continuous wave fNIRS system (OxyMon Mk III, Artinis Medical Systems, The Netherlands) was employed to map the changes in O2Hb and HHb over the bilateral PFC. This device measures changes in light attenuation at two wavelengths, 764 and 856 nm. The O2Hb/HHb concentration changes (expressed in ΔμM), obtained by using the modified Beer-Lambert law, are displayed in real time. Eight optical fiber bundles (length: 3.15 m; diameter: 4.5 mm) were utilized to carry out the light to the left and the right PFC (four for each hemisphere), whereas 10 optical fiber bundles of the same size (five for each hemisphere) were utilized to collect the light emerging from the same cortical areas. The illuminating and collecting bundles were assembled into a specifically designed flexible probe holder ensuring that the position of the 18 optodes, relative to each other, was firmly fixed. The probe holder consisted of two mirror-like units (9.7 × 8.9 cm) held together, along the longest side, by three flexible junctions. In 16 of the 20 measurement points, the detector–illuminator distance was set at 3.5 cm, whereas in four measurement points, the detector–illuminator distance was set at 1 cm (short-separation channels or SS channels). The optodes were inserted into a polyoxymethylene probe holder by connectors. The probe holder was appropriately placed over the head in order to include the underlying PFC. In particular, the two frontopolar fiber bundles collecting light at the bottom of the holder were centered (according to the International 10–20 system for the electroencephalography electrode placement) on the Fp1 and Fp2 locations for the left and right side, respectively. The Montreal

Fig. 2 Representation of a three-cube sequence during the CBTs, the CBTb, and the CBTc. During CBTs and CBTb, each target cube was usually presented on the computer screen for 1 s. The interval between target cube presentations was 1 s, during which a no-target cube was shown on the screen. The storage phase was followed by a black screen lasting 6 s. The presentation time on the screen during CBTc was 2 s. Storage and reproduction phases of the CBTs and the CBTb are illustrated. In the reproduction phases of CBTs and CBTb and during the CBTc, some cubes were labeled with “S” (“sinistra” in Italian, “left” in English) for the cube that was located more left in relation to the second one, which was labeled with “D” (“destra” in Italian, “right” in English) located more right (see Corsi block-tapping test-computerized version section for more details).
Neurological Institute coordinates of the optodes and the relative measurement points were calculated using a probe placement method based on a physical model of the ICBM152 head surface. The resulting matching Brodmann areas (BAs) of the 16 measurement points were BA 9 (measurement points: 6, 5, 13, 14), BA 45 (measurement points: 4, 7, 8, 12, 15, 16), and BA 46 (measurement points: 1, 2, 3, 9, 10, 11). Moreover, these BAs correspond to three major subregions of the PFC: the DLPFC (BAs 9 and 46) and the VLPFC (BA 45). A template of the probe layout was imported in AtlasViewerGUI, a part of fNIRS analysis package Homer2 (Massachusetts General Hospital/Harvard Medical School, Massachusetts) that contains “Colin27,” a digital brain adults’ atlas commonly used in MRI studies. A sensitivity profile map of the 16 measurement points and the four SS channels layout was created by AtlasViewerGUI (Fig. 3).

The probe holder was fixed over the head by a velcro brand fastener, adaptable to the individual size and shape of the head. This flexible probe holder and its position on the head provided a stable optical contact with the scalp for all the optodes. The accuracy of the contact between the optodes and the scalp was verified at the end of the protocol. The pressure created by the velcro brand fastener was adequate to induce a partial transient blockage of the skin circulation during the fNIRS study, as witnessed by the presence of 18 well-defined circles over the PFC skin (i.e., depressed cutaneous areas corresponding with the location of the 18 optodes). The 18 circles over the forehead skin started to disappear 15 to 20 min after the end of the protocol. The adopted procedure suggests that a consistent reduction of forehead skin blood flow was occurring under the 18 optodes as a result of this approach. The O₂Hb/HHb data from the 20 measurement points, which are defined as the mid-point of the corresponding detector–illuminator pairs, were acquired at 10 Hz. During the data collection procedure, the signal quality as well as the absence of movement artifacts was verified. The subject’s heart rate (HR) was monitored by a pulse oximeter (N-600, Nellcor, Puritan Bennett, St. Louis, Missouri) with the sensor clipped to the index finger of the left hand.

The data processing was carried out using some of the Homer2 NIRS processing package functions based on MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick, Massachusetts). For every subject, channels with a very low optical intensity were discarded from the analysis using the function enPruneChannels. The remaining raw optical intensity data were then converted into changes in optical density (OD). Motion artifacts were corrected applying the “wavelet motion correction” method implemented into Homer2 (iqr parameter set to 0.1), which is based on the method developed by Molavi and Dumont. Then, the corrected OD data were converted into concentration changes using the modified Beer–Lambert’s law. The hemodynamic response for each task was recovered using a general linear model (GLM) approach (with the hmrDeconvHRF_DriftSS function), which simultaneously regressed the SS channel signals to correct for physiological noise contamination. A set of Gaussian functions with standard deviation (SD) of 3 s and with their means separated by 2 s was used as temporal basis functions in an interval between 2 and 18 s before and after the starting of three-cube sequences, 2 and 22 s before and after the starting of four-cube sequences, 2 and 26 s before and after the starting of five-cube sequences, and 2 and 30 s before and after the starting of six-cube sequences. For each standard channel, the SS channel signal with the greatest correlation was chosen and its signal was added in the design matrix of the GLM. The iterative weighted least square method proposed by Barker et al was selected for solving the GLM matrix equation. This produced 12 hemodynamic response functions (HRFs), one per sequence and task type (i.e., three-cube sequence CBTs, three-cube sequence CBTb, three-cube sequence CBTc, four-cube sequence CBTs, four-cube sequence CBTb, four-cube sequence CBTc, five-cube sequence CBTs, five-cube sequence CBTb, five-cube sequence CBTc, six-cube sequence CBTs, six-cube sequence CBTb, and six-cube sequence CBTc), for each channel and for each subject.

2.4 Experimental Design

Prior to the study, participants were informed about the procedures and familiarized with the protocol. The familiarization phase was carried out 3 days before the study. During this phase, each subject’s spatial span was assessed through the original wood board of the CBT (Fig. 1) and compared with the spatial span resulting from the computerized version. Spatial span averages about 5 for normal human subjects, so in order to make the sample uniform, only subjects with spatial span ≥5 were recruited for this study. The accordance between the original and the computerized versions allowed to proceed with the present protocol. According to this criterion, eight subjects were excluded.

The study was carried out in a quiet and dimly lit room. Participants were asked to sit on a comfortable high-backed chair in front of a 17” PC monitor placed at a distance of 70 cm, and to place their right hand on the keypad with the forefinger and the middle finger upon the “S” and the “D” keys, respectively.

The CBT protocol included three blocks randomly presented across participants. Prior to the presentation of each block, visual instructions were given to subjects. Each block consisted of a...
baseline period (1 min), a task period (10 min-CBTs/10 min-CBTb/5 min-CBTc), and a recovery period (1 min). Specifically, during the baseline period, the participants were asked to relax while observing a white fixation cross presented on a black screen in order to get fNIRS signals as stable as possible. Between the first and the second presented blocks, a 2-min period of break was given (see Fig. 3). Subjects were asked to remain seated limiting their movements and, in the meanwhile, they were allowed to talk to the examiners.

In order to evaluate the perceived physical and/or psychological discomfort caused by the probe holder during the protocol, subjects completed a visual analogue scale (VAS) rating the average perceived discomfort by making a mark somewhere on a 100 mm line, which indicates the discomfort intensity (where 0 to 4 mm can be considered no discomfort; 5 to 44 mm, mild discomfort; 45 to 74 mm, moderate discomfort; and 75 to 100 mm, severe discomfort). In order to evaluate the “state anxiety,” subjects completed the 20-items of the STAI-Form Y-1 before and after the protocol.

2.5 Data Analysis and Statistics

For the behavioral data, the subjects’ number of errors (i.e., performance) was calculated in CBTs, CBTb, and CBTc for each sequence. The behavioral data were expressed as means ± SDs. The mean values of the HR changes (analyzed as percentage of control) were calculated from the beginning of each sequence (at 0 s) until the end of each sequence (18 s for the three-cube sequences; 22 s for the four-cube sequences; 26 s for the five-cube sequences; and 30 s for the six-cube sequences) for each task and subject. Both the maximum/minimum values of the O2Hb changes, the HR mean values, and the maximum/minimum values of the O2Hb changes during the baseline period (1 min), task and recovery periods were normalized to their baseline periods, calculated over the last 2 s before the starting of each sequence (i.e., from 0 to 2 s). This procedure permitted one to remove the basal signal from the maximum/minimum values of the O2Hb changes and to bring all the traces at a zero-starting value. The HR values underwent the same “correction for the baseline” procedure, for coherence with the hemodynamic data processing. The HR values were statistically analyzed in order to evaluate potential HR changes during each block execution and/or between the four sequences. However, it is important to mention that the maximum/minimum values of the O2Hb changes were calculated from the HRFs corrected for the physiological noise contaminations.

The maximum/minimum values of the O2Hb changes of the HRFs were calculated from the beginning of each sequence (at 0 s) until the end of each sequence (18 s for the three-cube sequences; 22 s for the four-cube sequences; 26 s for the five-cube sequences; and 30 s for the six-cube sequences), for each task, measurement point, and subject. Data were analyzed according to the Bayesian approach using the free-statistical software JASP 0.8.3.1 (JASP Team, 2017). The results of these analyses were interpreted using the guidelines set out by Wagenmakers et al., who consider a BF10 value in the range 3 to 10 as moderate evidence for the alternative hypothesis (H1), a BF10 value in the range 10 to 30 as strong evidence for H1, a BF10 value in the range 30 to 100 as very strong evidence for H1, and a BF10 value greater than 100 as extreme evidence for H1. The Student’s Bayesian paired samples t-test was conducted to investigate differences in the anxiety state (STAI-Form Y-1) before and after the protocol. Bayes factor of null versus alternative (BF01) was reported. The Bayesian repeated measures analysis of variance (Bayes RM-ANOVA) was used for the performance, the HR mean values, and the maximum/minimum values of the O2Hb changes, in order to investigate the effect of the tasks and/or sequences on the overall PFC activation. Specifically, the Bayes RM-ANOVA for the performance included two factors: sequence (four levels) and task (two levels); the Bayes RM-ANOVA for the HR included two factors: sequence (four levels) and task (three levels). In addition, post-hoc analyses were conducted in order to investigate differences in subjects within tasks and sequences. The Pearson’s correlation coefficient was calculated for evaluating the relation between the HR and the maximum/minimum O2Hb changes during the CBTs, CBTb, and CBTc execution. The Bayes RM-ANOVA for...
the maximum/minimum values of the $O_2Hb/HHb$ included three factors: measurement points (eight levels), hemisphere (two levels), sequence (four levels), and task (three levels). Separate Bayes RM-ANOVAs for each task were conducted, including within the model, the factors showing extreme evidence in the previous analyses (measurement points, sequences), in order to investigate potential differences between factors within tasks. Furthermore, in order to investigate trends and patterns of the hemodynamic responses across specific sequences eliciting PFC activation and the activations during specific sequences in the measurement points, posthoc statistical analyses were conducted. For all Bayes RM-ANOVAs, the “inclusion Bayes factors across matched models” for each component of interest in turn were reported as $BF_1$. For the posthoc analysis and the correlation analysis, the Bayes factors were reported as $BF_{10} = 1/BF_{01}$.

3 Results

The behavioral data analysis revealed the following main results. The mean subjective rating of the perceived physical and/or psychological discomfort caused by the probe holder (VAS) during the CBT protocol was $47.3 \pm 16.5$. There were no differences in the anxiety state before ($32.9 \pm 4.2$) and after ($33.4 \pm 4.3$) the protocol; the Bayes factor ($BF_{01} = 4.756$) was in favor of the null hypothesis. For the CBTs, the performances were: $0.15 \pm 0.36$ for the three-cube sequence, $0.38 \pm 0.63$ for the four-cube sequence, $1.25 \pm 1.14$ for the five-cube sequence, and $1.82 \pm 1.02$ for the six-cube sequence. For the CBTb, the performances were: $0.28 \pm 0.85$ for the three-cube sequence, $0.51 \pm 0.96$ for the four-cube sequence, $1.15 \pm 1.11$ for the five-cube sequence, and $1.71 \pm 1.52$ for the six-cube sequence. For the CBTc, no errors were done. The performance analysis has provided that the inclusion of the main effect of the sequence was strongly favored ($BF_1 = 8.981 \times 10^{22}$), whereas the inclusion of the task effect ($BF_1 = 0.126$) and the task–sequence interaction was not supported ($BF_1 = 0.060$; Fig. 5).

The Bayes RM-ANOVA analysis for the HR has revealed strong evidence to include only the main effect of the task ($BF_1 = 1824.114$). The posthoc comparisons between CBTs and CBTb reported extreme evidence for the null hypothesis ($BF_{10} = 0.121$) while Bayesian factors showed evidence for the alternative hypothesis between CBTs and CBTc ($BF_{10} = 304.976$) and between CBTb and CBTc ($BF_{10} = 85.996$). Bayesian analysis did not provide evidence for correlation between the HR and the maximum/minimum $O_2Hb/HHb$ changes data. The only evidence was found for the HR and minimum $HHb$ changes within the six-cube sequence during CBTb ($r = 0.52; BF_{10} = 50.904$).

The grand average of the hemodynamic responses over the 16 measurement points, during the execution of the four sequences (sequences of 3, 4, 5, and 6 cubes), is reported (Fig. 6). The Bayes RM-ANOVAs of the fNIRS data have revealed the following main results.

The results of the analysis, made considering the maximum values of the $O_2Hb$ changes, have demonstrated that the strongest model included main effects of the measurement point ($BF_1 = 3.485 \times 10^{43}$), the sequence ($BF_1 = 6.446 \times 10^2$), and the task ($BF_1 = 2.441 \times 10^{13}$). The results of the analysis, made considering the minimum values of the $HHb$ changes, have demonstrated evidence for an effect of the measurement point ($BF_1 = 1.429 \times 10^{49}$), the sequence ($BF_1 = 4.539 \times 10^{11}$), and the task ($BF_1 = 4.743 \times 10^{39}$).

The further Bayes RM-ANOVAs analyses, conducted to investigate the hemodynamic responses across specific sequences and measurement points, have revealed evidence to include the main effects of the measurement point (all $BF_{10} > 100$) and the sequence (all $BF_1 > 100$) among CBTs and CBTb and the measurement point for CBTc (all $BF_1 > 100$).

The posthoc comparisons for sequences have provided evidence for the alternative hypothesis between all sequences within CBTs and CBTb (all $BF_{10} > 100$). The posthoc comparisons for measurement points have not provided evidence for the alternative hypothesis between all sequences within CBTs and CBTb. For example, in the case of the most demanding sequence (six-cube), most of the $BF_{10}$ were found less than 1. The strongest evidence was found for the comparison between measurement points 1 and 14 for $HHb$ values within CBTb ($BF_{10} = 69.978$), while no evidence was found for $O_2Hb$ ($BF_{10} = 0.639$).

4 Discussion

The CBT, introduced almost 50 years ago, is widely used in clinical settings to assess spatial WM. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time in which a computerized version of the CBT with the noninvasive fNIRS investigation of the PFC hemodynamic changes has been utilized with the aim of clarifying what is the specific contribution of the VLPFC and DLPFC in the spatial WM.

The behavioral data analysis has shown a significant difference in the number of errors depending on the sequence length both on CBTs and CBTb, highlighting the consistent cognitive demand of the two tasks at the five-cube and six-cube sequences. Although the Bayes RM-ANOVA analysis for the maximum/minimum values of $O_2Hb/HHb$ changes has revealed task, sequence, and measurement point as main effects, the subsequent posthoc analyses have not provided clear evidence for supporting our hypothesis. In fact, even if the sequence has shown a meaningful impact on subject hemodynamic changes (during the five-cube and six-cube sequences), during task execution, no involvement of specific measurement points (i.e., specific PFC regions) was found. Therefore, these results suggest that both VLPFC and DLPFC are not specifically activated (as simultaneous $O_2Hb$ increase and $HHb$ decrease), during the CBTs and the CBTb.

Spatial WM has been largely investigated by fNIRS using different tests in healthy subjects and patients. Interestingly, a recent study by McKendrick et al. found a nonlinear increase in the...
in left DLPFC and a right VLPFC after an increased exposure to WM training. In general, in most of the fNIRS spatial and non-spatial WM studies, the amplitude of the O₂Hb/HHb changes was not reported. Among those ones in which the amplitude of O₂Hb/HHb changes was reported, only in few, the standard concentration units were utilized; the range varied from 0.1 to 0.3 μM. Therefore, the changes in response to the CBT of the present study were expected to be in the order of magnitude of 0.1 to 0.4 μM. The fact, that in the present study, no specific activation was found could not be attributable to the limited sensitivity of the utilized fNIRS instrumentation. The OxyMon MK III, equipped with laser light sources and high sensitivity avalanche photodiodes, provides ~0.001 SD in OD at a total of ~6 OD at 10-Hz measurement frequency. The instrumentation is capable to detect reliably cortical O₂Hb/HHb changes up to 0.05 μM. This concentration change corresponds to about 0.1% of the cortical total hemoglobin concentration, estimated to be around 60 μM.

Considering that only in one fMRI study, Toepper et al carried out during the execution of a computerized version of the CBTs/CBTb, activation of the VLPFC/DLPFC was observed, the previous fMRI and the present findings need to be discussed more in depth. These inconsistent results could be related to the different functional neuroimaging techniques adopted in the two separate studies. It is well known that fNIRS signals have a significantly weaker signal-to-noise ratio but they are nonetheless often highly correlated with fMRI measurements. However, sometimes, the fNIRS spatial resolution does not suffice in answering the questions of interest. Recently, Buxton reviewing the physics of fMRI, suggested that “the complexity of the blood-oxygen-level dependent (BOLD) response means that it is difficult to attach a quantitative interpretation to BOLD measurements alone.” In fact, the magnitude of the BOLD response depends on several factors, and it was suggested that the solution to this problem is a multimodal approach, combining measurements from other techniques including fNIRS. Unfortunately, in the present study, a combined fNIRS/fMRI measurement was not performed.

The advantages of separated fNIRS measurements have been discussed in detail and can be briefly summarized in three points as follows: (1) the use of low-cost, silent, and transportable/portable instrumentation, making long-term monitoring and repeated measurements of cortical activities possible in various situations, including the natural ones; (2) the measurement of the changes in O₂Hb and HHb, delivering additional information with respect to the fMRI signal, which in turn is based on the BOLD signal (that is relative only to HHb changes); and (3) the possibility to move freely during the fNIRS measurements since the subject’s body is not fixed as during fMRI/PET measurements.

In the present study, the protocol lasted about 30 min and the mean subjective rating of the perceived physical and/or psychological discomfort caused by the probe holder mounted on the head was moderate. The fNIRS data could have been corrupted by subtle and merely identifiable motion artifacts and superficial systemic oscillation (that constitute the physiological noise). The fNIRS sensitivity to hemodynamic and oxygenation changes in the superficial compartment is a particular confounding factor of this technique. To compensate these factors, the “wavelet motion correction” method was applied. Furthermore, to reduce the superficial systemic oscillation, the SS signals were regressed from standard channel signals to avoid physiological confounds to be interpreted as a reliable functional activation of the brain. The method developed by Barker et al was chosen to solve the GLM since it considers the serially correlated physiological noise present in the fNIRS data.
In addition to the differences between these neuroimaging techniques and the strengths of fNIRS, the following differences in tasks and protocols between the present fNIRS study and the previous fMRI study by Toepper et al should be taken into consideration: (1) the stimuli presentation times were different: in the fMRI study, times were shorter (500 ms) than that ones used in this fNIRS study (1 s, according to the standard clinical procedure adopted in Italy). (2) The number of the CBTs and CBTb sequences was different: 10 and 5 sequences per length were presented in the fMRI and in the fNIRS study, respectively. (3) Subject’s spatial span was not assessed in the fMRI study, whereas in the present study, it was assessed both with the computerized CBT and the original CBT.

Among the above-mentioned differences, it is important to highlight that the shorter timing used in Toepper et al might require a higher-level of cognitive effort during task execution. All these differences could in part justify the discrepant results between the two studies. Both studies utilized a computerized CBT whose strengths and limitations should be taken into consideration. In recent years, digital technologies have been applied in cognitive performance testing, often replacing traditional versions. However, the extent to which findings from traditional and computerized tasks are equivalent still remains unclear. In fact, digital testing differs from the noncomputerized one in several important ways. Computerized cognitive tasks are administered as a two-dimensional (2-D) representation of the tasks on a PC screen rather than a three-dimensional (3-D) representation provided by the traditional version. Moreover, traditional and digital cognitive tasks differ in the way in which the participants give a response. When using the 3-D tool, the participant receives a haptic experience, whereas during digital cognitive testing, indirect input devices such as keypad are used. During the execution of traditional version of the CBT, subjects can feel and handle the wood board (the task requires the recall and the reproduction of the spatial cube sequences through hand tapping-movements; Fig. 1). The haptic experience is missing when participants use a keyboard or touch screen in the computerized version. In fact, digital paradigm may require several stepwise choice decisions and reproduction through finger key-pressing movements when using the keypad and a 2-D touch experience when using touch screen apparatus. When using digital versions of tasks with clinical and/or research purpose, it is necessary to take into account the different strategies that could be employed when the task is presented in its traditional or computerized form. One recent study has found a divergent performance pattern (specifically in the backward reproduction) on the two versions of the CBT, resulting in a warning regarding the consequences on the cognitive concepts that it is assumed to assess. For these reasons, even if some studies have identified no differences in the CBT performance between traditional and computerized forms, a familiarization session was carried out in the present study, both to make subjects confident with the setting and to compare performance resulting from the two task versions. Finally, it is important to mention that in the present study, a computerized version of the CBT was used instead of the original wooden board to standardize the administration timing. It is well known that examiner’s timing of administration could affect the subject’s CBT performance.

For an adequate understanding of the current findings, some limitations should be pointed out: (1) a connectivity investigation over the PFC was not possible, given the relatively small cortical areas that were monitored with the 16-measurement point fNIRS system. For the same reason, the parietal and occipital cortical areas, although were supposed to play a pivotal role in performing the CBTs and CBTb, were not investigated. Furthermore, systems with a higher number of measurement points (e.g., high-density diffuse optical tomography systems) would allow a higher spatial resolution and a suitable investigation of the different frontal–posterior cortical connections implied in spatial WM processes. (2) The fNIRS evaluates only the cortical area and, for this reason, it was not possible to evaluate the hippocampus and other subcortical areas activation during the CBTs and CBTb execution. (3) Although a haptic experience may benefit CBT execution, the attempt to standardize the administration of the CBT task did not make it possible to include a 3-D CBT board in the experimental setting. (4) No individual structural MRI data were collected to get a precise localization of the 16 cortical fNIRS measurement points. Therefore, the lack of this precise spatial information could make the interpretation of fNIRS results less meaningful.

**5 Conclusion**

Over the last 27 years, several fNIRS studies on WM have provided significant results. Unfortunately, the fNIRS results of the present study have not allowed us to enhance understanding regarding the specific role of the PFC subregions during the CBT execution. The observed lack of a specific VLPC and DLPFC involvement is surprising, since the developed computerized version of the CBT was very close to the standard procedure adopted in clinical practice and similar to the CBT version utilized in the recent fMRI study. Nevertheless, the lack of this specific activation of the VLPC and DLPFC should be interpreted very carefully and it should serve only as a starting point for future studies, which should be performed for a better understanding of the short-term circuits and WM processes implied during the CBT execution (using both the original and the computerized version of the task). In addition, this investigation could be performed through a multimodal approach or at least through high-density diffuse optical tomography systems to obtain 3-D functional images of the human brain. Neuroimaging results about CBT execution could give important information regarding the effects of the rehabilitation treatment in patients with frontal cortex injuries and visuospatial WM memory impairments.
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